The International Affairs Fellowship Program is designed to advance the professional development of outstanding Americans between the ages of 27 and 35. The fellowships seek to bridge the gap between thought and action in foreign policy by supporting both a variety of policy studies and active exposure to policymaking. The distinctive character of the program lies in the contrasting experiences it provides at the juncture of policy research and policy formulation. Thus, it encourages academics and others from the private sector to serve in a policy-oriented environment through operational experience in public service. Conversely, it permits government officials on leave to study key issues in a scholarly atmosphere free from operational pressure.

The International Affairs Fellowship in Japan, sponsored by Hitachi, Ltd., enables participants to expand their intellectual and professional horizons by working and living in Japan. Fellowships are intended for American citizens between the ages of 27 and 45. The program seeks to cultivate American understanding of Japan and to strengthen communication between emerging leaders of the two nations.

The Council organizes an annual conference in New York featuring the current fellows.

2004–2005 INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS FELLOWS

Jennifer A. Amyx,* University of Pennsylvania, “The Political Economy of Regional Financial and Energy Cooperation in East Asia”

Russell C. Crandall, Davidson College, “Redefining U.S. Security Policy in the Andes”

James A. Gavrilis, U.S. Army, “Understanding Counterinsurgency in the Middle East: An Iraqi Case Study”

Colin H. Kahl, University of Minnesota, “Civilian Casualties and America’s New Wars”

Stephanie Kleine-Ahlbrandt, Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, “Taming the Dragon: U.S. Assistance to the Rule of Law and Human Rights in China”

Kristin M. Lord, Elliott School of International Affairs, George Washington University, “Rethinking Public Diplomacy”

Layna Mosley, University of North Carolina, “Regulating International Finance: The Use and Utility of Private-Public Models”


R. Michael Schiffer,† Office of U.S. Senator Dianne Feinstein, “Reexamining the Japanese Strategic Consensus”


Matthew C. Waxman, U.S. Department of Defense, “U.S. Capabilities and Strategies to Restore the Rule of Law in Failed and Post-Conflict States”

* Dual International Affairs and Hitachi Fellow
† International Affairs Fellow in Japan, sponsored by Hitachi, Ltd.